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AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CONE-CYLINDER-FLARE-FIN
CONFIGURATIONS AT MACH NUMBERS OF 1.96, 2.74 AND 4.96
AND ANGLES OF ATTACK FROM 50 TO 90 DEGREES
By Dale Bradley and Roger R. Ellis
SUMMARY
A 0.00227-scale parametric model of an LMSC/MSFC water recoverable
booster was tested in the MSFC 14 x 14-inch trisonic wind tunnel. The
purpose of the test was to obtain high angle of attack force and static
stability data which could be used by MSFC in preliminary design and aero-
dynamic trade studies. These data were obtained using MSFC six-component
internal strain gauge balances no. 201 and 227.
All model geometry is specified in Fig. 2. One hundred forty-four dif-
ferent geometrical combinations were possible as all model parts were inter-
changeable (three nose cones, three cylinder lengths, four flare sections
and three sets of fins, plus a no-fin case in combination with the other
components). However, due to tunnel occupancy limitations, only the most
representative combinations were tested. The model was designated "MSFC
Model 445."
All configurations investigated were tested at Mach 1.96, 2.74 and
4.96 with data obtained at angles of attack from 50 degrees to 90 degrees
and at angles of sideslip from -10 degrees to +10 degrees (at an angle of






a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (P1 -' P)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynasiic pressure; 1/2pV2, N/m2 , psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
ac ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis












C'N CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
qS
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
Cy CY side-,force coefficient; side force
qS
CAb CAB base-force coefficient; base force
qS
-Ab(Pb - pM)/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSIREF
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
Cl CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CDb CDB' base-drag coefficient; base dragCDb qS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSIREF
Cn CLN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentqSb
Cl CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD
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ADDITIONS TO NOMENCLATURE
FOR MSFC TEST NO. 526
Refer to Table IV for parameter definitions and values.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Refer to Table V entitled Dimensional Data for specific dimen- '
sions. The model components were constructed of aluminum with the exception
of cylinder C3 which consisted of two separate cylinders of identical dimen-
sions, one aluminum and one staidless steel. The balance and sting adapters
were of stainless steel construction. The following is a list of model
components:
C1 Short cylindrical body ( Z = 2.457 in.)
C2 medium cylindrical body (X = 3.357 in.)
C3 long cylindrical body (k = 4.257 in.)
FO straight flare extension (i - 1.35 in.)
F1 7.5-degree flare extension (Z = 1.35 in.)
F2 15-degree flare extension (X = 1.35 in.)
F3 20-degree flare extension (k = 1.35 in.)
N1 25-degree semi-vertex nose cone (Z = 0.965 in.)
N2 33-degree semi-vertex nose cone (Z = 0.693 in.)
N3 40-degree semi-vertex nose cone (k = 0.536 in.)
T1 small tail fin (total S = 0.848 in.2 )
T2 medium tail fin (total S = 1.696 in.2)
T3 large tail fin (total S = 2.536 in.2)
The Dataset Collation Sheets (Table II) illustrate the various configura-
tion combinations tested, dataset identifiers, parametric data and run numbers
associated with each dataset. Table III itemizes the configurations tested.
Figure 3 is a photograph of the model components. Table IV lists the para-
meter names/values associated with the model components.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an
intermittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40°F
dew point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (+100). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25° .
7
TEST CONDITIONS
Table I lists the tunnel conditions which existed during the test and
states the balance accuracies. The high angle of attack range was accomplished
by two separate runs using the North American variable-angle sting. The angle
of attack ranges were from 50 deg to 70 deg and 70 deg to 90 deg in two degree
increments.
Model base pressures were recorded and used to determine the base axial
force coefficient. Pressure tubes were located near the top and bottom of
the base region with a cavity pressure tube used where possible (see section
on data reduction).
With the exception of four runs (Datasets R61113, 114, 115, and 116)
no grit transition strips were used. On the four runs with grit, the transi-
tion strips were located on the bottom of the cylinder, 20 degrees on either
side of the vertical centerline. Both strips were Carborundum # 180, 0.10 in.
wide and started at the nose/cylinder (N3C3) intersection and continued to the
aft end of the cylinder.
DATA REDUCTION
The measured six-component force and moment data were corrected for
balance tares and sting deflections and reduced about the moment reference
point in the body and stability axis system. The data were reduced to coeffi-
cient form using the following reference dimensions:
8
S .f 636 in.2 (Model reference area based on
ref cylinder cross-sectional area)
ref = b = .900 in. (Model reference length and span
Ref r based on cylinder diameter)
Moments are referenced about the following C.G. locations:
Nose/Cyl Xcg Location, Aft of Model








The Y and Z are located on the body centerline.
c.g. c.g.
Values of XCP/L, the center of pressure location based on body
length, were calculated using the following equation:
XCG CLM ZREF
XCP/g~Bdy P Body -CN Body
The following values of ZBody were used in calculating the XCP/L




















axial force coefficients were calculated
cavity pressure:
as follows:
CAB - (CPB1 + CPB2) Abl _ (CPC) A,
2 Sref Sref
Without cavity pressure:
CAB = _ (CPB1 + CPB2 ) Ab2
2 /Sref
Table VI shows the base and cavity areas for runs with and without cavity
pressure. These areas are valid for each frustrum shown, regardless of nose,
cylinder or fin configuration.
As noted, two balances were used during the test (MSFC #201 and #227).
Table VII shows the run numbers associated with each balance.
Part of the test was conducted without the axial force gauge operating on
balance #201. Table VIII shows those configurations and runs for which no axial
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i aXC . Nose cone semi-vertex angle
= -cy Cylinder length (from nose/cylinder intersection
to flare/cylinder intersection)
= aF Flare semi-vertex angle
= St Tail fin reference area (per fin) (areas are
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TABLE V. (Cotninued)
MODEL COMPOUNENT: kJ6: - N j
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
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TABLE V. (Continued)
MODEL CO:;PONENT: hk Jb - I -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
DRAWCIING NUMBER:
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TABLE V. i (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - C I
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
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TABLE V. (Continued)
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TABLE V. (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: TA e FI - 7\
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS: (pc,. T- 
TOTAL DATA



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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TABLE V. (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: Th4tL Ft I - T a_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
DRAWING NUMBER:




















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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TABLE VIa







1 thru 10, 25 thru 29, 31 thru 34
37 thru 40, 47 thru 54, 63 thru 65
70 thru 74, 78 thru 83, 85 thru 87
95 thru 103, 112 thru 119, 126 thru 130
136, 137, 161, 162, 168, 170, 189, 190
195 thru 199, 206, 207, 208, 226, 231
11 thru 14, 61, 62, 66, 88, 89, 93, 94,
104, 111, 120, 142 thru 147, 150, 151,
155, 156, 157, 163, 164, 171 thru 177/1,
179 thru 182, 187, 188, 201 thru 205,
209 thru 212, 218, 219
19, 20, 59, 60, 67, 92, 105, 121
15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 41 thru 46,
55 thru 58, 69, 75, 76, 77, 90,











Runs Without Cavity Pressure ( Ac = 0)
Run No.
30/1, 35/1, 36/1, 84/2, 131/1, 165/1,
166/1, 167/1, 169/1, 191/1, 192/1,
193/1, 194/1, 200/1, 215/1, 216/1,
217/2, 220/1, 221/1, 222/1, 241 thru
258, 267, 268, 273 thru 276, 289 thru







149/1, 152/1, 153/1, 154/1,
183/1, 184/1, 185/1, 186/1,
223/1, 224/1, 225/1, 228/1,
234 thru 238, 259, 260,
277, 278, 281 thru 288,
321, 322, 323, 326 thru 331
279, 280, 302, 303
17/1, 18/1, 68/1, 91/1,



















# 201 1 thru 96
136 thru 240




Runs Without Axial Force Data
(CA = 0 )
Run No. Configuration Mach a - Range (deg)
17/1 N3C1F3 4.96 50-70
18/1 N3C1F3 2.74 50-70
30/1 N3ClFOT2 2.74 50-70
35/1 N3C1FOT3 2.74 50-70
36/1 N3ClFOT3 4.96 50-70
138/1 N2C1F3 2.74 50-70
139/1 N2ClF3 4.96 50-70
148/1 N3ClF1T3 4.96 50-70
149/1 N3ClF1T3 2.74 50-70
152/1 N3ClF1T2 2.74 50-70
153/1 N3C1F1T3 4.96 70-90
154/1 N3C1F1T3 2.74 70-90
158/1 N3ClF1T2 2.74 70-90
165/1 N3C2FOT2 4.96 70-90
166/1 N3C2FOT2 2.74 70-90
167/1 N3C2FOT1 2.74 70-90
169/1 N3C2FOT3 4.96 70-90
178/1 N3C2F1T1 2.74 50-70
183/1 N3C2F1T2 4.96 50-70
184/1 N3C2F1T2 2.74 50-70
185/1 N3C2F1T3 2.74 50-70
186/1 N3C2F1T3 4.96 50-70
191/1 N3C2FOT3 4.96 50-70
192/1 N3C2FOT3 2.74 50-70
193/1 N3C2FOT2 2.74 50-70
194/1 N3C2FOT2 4.96 50-70
200/1 N3C2FOT1 2.74 50-70
220/1 N3C2FOT1 1.96 70-90
221/1 N3C2FOT2 1.96 70-90
222/1 N3C2FOT3 1.96 70-90
223/1 N3C2F1T3 1.96 70-90
224/1 N3C2F1T2 1.96 70-90
225/1 N3C2F1T1 1.96 70-90
230/1 N3C1F1T1 1.96 70-90
236/1 N3C1F1T1 1.96 50-70
37
TABLE IX.
INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
FIGURE DESCRIPTION PAGE
1 Axis System 42
2a Model Geometry; Cones, Cylinders and Flares 43
2b Model Geometry; Fins 44
3 Photograph of Model Components 45
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Tabulstions of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
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ALPHA
0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNI
(06t133) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NtC3F0 25.000 4.257 0.000 0
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,~ / 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 *.0 6.0
CYLLTH
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(KI007) Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(L8067 ) H MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(M 61007) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(N61007) j1 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE





















0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA

















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES
rrTT tmt nirn rrrr .wrn Trr in7T TTT Trm rmrr7m
I 
-
_*~ _ _ _ _ _ _/ _ UA J.nWaW
4~~~~
_ _ __/ 






1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
CYLLTH
L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE I
HSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE i
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE i
nSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE i





























0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA



















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES CYLINDER
.. ..Is .. .' .1 9 , .. , . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .










MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
MSFC PARAHETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
MSFC PARAHETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI















0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA




















































































LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES CYLINDER LENGTH EFFECT

























































































5O 60 70 0o 90 - 40 SO 60 7°
ALPHA ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTM FANGLE FNAREA
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CI1F 40.000 2.457 20.000 0.000 SEI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BCISTER N3C2F3 40.000 5.357 20.000 0.000 DO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F3 40.000 4.257 20.000 0.000 CH(
E THE ASSOCIATED DATA
CUMENT FOR REFERENCE
ARACTERI STICS
MACH 1.96 PAGE 88
WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LONGITUDI




50 60 70 60 90 '-40 50 60 70
ALPHA ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3 40.000 2.457 20.000 0.000 SEE
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F3 40.000 3.357 20.000 0.000 DO(
MSFC PARAHETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F3 40.000 4.257 20.000 0.000 CHI






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Q1oS1) 2 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3
(Q614 Oa I MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F3













0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
0.000 DOCUMENT FOR REFERENCE
0.000 CHARACTERISTICS




- E;' i5 I.4
U
ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(016t0t5 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CtF3
(Q61030) I MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F3











0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
0.000 DOCUMENT FOR REFERENCE
0.000 CHARACTERISTICS
MACH 1.96 PAGE 91
ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(IQ1015) 2 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE(061030) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE










2.457 20.000 0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
3.357 20.000 0.000 DOCUMENT FOR REFERENCE






(Q6050) 0tCsiD5 } so
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C1F3
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ALPHA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
40.000 2.457 20.000 0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
40.000 3.357 20.000 0.000 DOCUMENT FOR REFERENCE
40.000 4.257 20.000 0.000 CHARACTERISTICS
MACH 4.96 PAGE 93
LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES




MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F3















0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION(w610t) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3
(C61030) HMSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F3











0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
0.000 DOCUMENT FOR REFERENCE
0.000 CHARACTERISTICS
MACH 2.74 PAGE 95
LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSI. ~i ,ill ll,, llll lll I l l lI lll lll Il lll 8 |W@ §@ @@ : 
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lI_ __
................ 
· i,, ,,, _:  _,
SO 60 70 80 90
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BCOOSTER N3C2F3
























. ov veue -rrr l










so 70 o0 9u
ALPHA
FNAREA
0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA





















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES
11 1 1 1:1 1WS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:












































0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
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0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA



















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES
LZZLL -jI
r~r*C., T~r , ~r ,g w *@ | 
.0 6.0%.o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5,
CYLLTH
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(K61015) Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
(L6t10 l5) 1 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
(MEiDOI) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
(NeS0t 5) l MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
















































-40 50 s0 70 sO 90 40 50 so ru
ALPHA ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
(Q6t004) n MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BCOOSTER N3CIFO 40.000 2.457 0.000 0.000 SRI(61007 ) S MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFt 40.000 2.45? 7.500 0.000 LRI











MACH 1.96 PAGE I 00
ALPHA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO
SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF2
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3
ALPHA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
40.000 2.457 0.000 0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
40.000 2.457 7.500 0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
40.000 2.457 15.000 0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(e@61004) MNSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO(Qe1OO00) A SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
"(611011) a MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF2








0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.




MACH 4.96 PAGE I 02
LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LONGI
pl ITI I. .1 . I . . I ,[, .I . .I I ,.I I . .o .r .r
-t
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sO 0o 70 80
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BcOSTER
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER



























0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.









LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIESp i11ll fil! lille fIll I1~ rrrl rffr IfTll T T ftT E~ll
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sO 6O 70 80 90
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER




































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.












LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES









































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.





































SO 60 70 80 90 N40 50 60 70
ALPHA ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO 40.000 2.457 0.000 0.000 SRE
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI 40.000 2.457 7.500 0.000 LRE
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF2 40.000 2.457 15.000 0.000 BRE






























IC6s 0 0 7) L(C:sDO10)
(:O1015) a
WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LONGITUDINAL
il j iii i i - 9ll II I IIIIliI l is I .. I ... I...
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC-RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF0
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C$F2




















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LfREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.
















(C6 1010) (W610tS) a
so0 60 70 0 90 %40 *0 60 70
ALPHA ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NSCIFO 40.000 2.457 0.000 0.000 SRI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NSCIFI 40.000 2.457 7.500 0.000 LRI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BCOOSTER N3CIF2 40.000 2.457 15.000 0.000 BRI




















ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
50.000 MACH 1.960 BETA 0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
60.000 CANGLE 40.000 CYLLTH 2.457 LREF 0.9000 IN.
70.000 FNAREA 0.000 BREP 0.9000 IN.XMRP 2.6022 IN.
80.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
90.000 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
DATA HIST. CODE *GTRCI SCALE 0.0023 SCALED11* ILT. OOE GTRCI









DATA HIST. CODE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C1FO
F CDII IITDIIM Al CI CCr irT









4 0 tt t6l 20 t4
FANGLE
REFERENCE INFORMATION




















RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES FRUSTRUM ANGLE EFFECT




















DATA HIST. CODE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C1FO
4 a 12 tl 20 24
FANGLE
REFERENCE INFORMATION









































MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F2








0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.




MACH 1.96 PAGE I 12
BOOSTER STUDIES




4.... - ..... .... .. . . J 3 _ , ....  . . . - -. . . .
40 So 60 7O so 90 40 50 G 800 s0 90
ALPHA ALPHA
SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
36) Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO 40.000 4.257 0.000 0.000 SREF 0.6360 SG. IN
391) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI 40.000 4.257 7.500 0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
42) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F2 40.000 4.257 5. 000 0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.















MACH 2.74 PAGE 1 3















.i r I mi ii rm irn i f II %, fil - T-- 
70eee~ *ee -I
5,~~~~ a . an , .Ano5 G0
.ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Q61036) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(It1039) L SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NSC3Ft
(OT1042) M NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 So. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.









































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.




















U - - - - - - - - - -1.0-
I I I I I 6 -- - - - - -
0.0 
0.4
-O Z 2 ... ~ ... .. .. -. .... -a .. ....... .. , .. 2 . LA~ J.. J..... .&-&..-f  .. . 
40 50 60 t0 0o 90 40 *0 60 70 60 90
ALPHA ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(Q610$6C ) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO 40.000 4.257 0.000 0.000 SREF 0.6360 So. IN
(G61039) M SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI 40.000 4.257 7.500 0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
(6t042) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F2 40.000 4.257 15.000 0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.




MACH 2.74 PAGE 116
ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(061036) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(G6,039) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
(6 1042) a MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F2



















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SO. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.







MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F0
SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3Fi
M NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F2








0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Q6O036 ) OMSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
(,BtO9) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
(Q61042) M HSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F2




















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Q61036): DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
l(61039) I MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
(Q61042) SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F2



















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.000 BREF 0.9000 IN.





LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES





















DATA HIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FQ
FANGLE
REFERENCE INFORMATION ,



























LMSC/HSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES FRUSTRUM'ANGLE EFFECT











DATA HIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
4
r-Tr -r T r- ?rI
t 206 o 24
FANGLE
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES
"Is I1"'l'i'il'vly'  i'r';ilill
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/111-1A 1I  
a X
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4 a 12 16 20 24
FANGLE
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























DATA HIST. COOE *GTRCI

















DATA HIST. COoE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































DATA HIST. CODE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
14
FANGLE
6is it 20 22





































I MrC/MSF' WATFR RFECVFRARI F RflSTFR STUIIflFS FRIISTRIIM ANGI I FFFFCT
==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o ==== === 2














DATA HIST. CODE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
REFERENCE INFORHATION





































MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFOTt
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFOT2

























I~ l III Il ! I I l l l lllllT Ilil i~ ~W l rtl i~'a
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0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.


















50 60 70 80 90 -' 40 O eu 
ALPHA ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO 40.000 2.457 0.000 0.000 SR
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFOTI 40.000 2.457 0.000 0.424 LR
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFOT2 40.000 2.457 0.000 0.848 BR
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFQT3 40.000 2.457 0.000 1.272 XMXNl
Zn$c
REFERENCE INFORMATION

















MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
HSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BcSTER
NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
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0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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: - - - -;* -- -'1
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So 60 70 a0 90
ALPHA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFOTI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFOT2































s0 70 So 90
ALPHA
FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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MACH 4.96
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C61004)1 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO
(ColOIs) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF0TI
(W:610Z) HMSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CItFT2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 50. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.




MACH 1.96 PAGE 133
LMSC/MSFC WATFR RECOVERABLE ROOSTER STUDIES LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOS1
p ~~~-- X- ------ -----
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MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF0
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BCOOSTER N3CIFOTt
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFOT2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
































LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES
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DATA NIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C1FO
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORHATION























1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 8.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4
FNAREA FNAREA
ALPHA PARAIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
50.000 MACH 2.740 BETA 0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
60.000 CANGLE 40.000 CYLLTH 2.457 LREF 0.9000 IN.
70.000 P~ANGLE 0.000 1BREF 0.9000 IN.70.000 FANGLE 0.000 XMRP 2.6022 IN.
80.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
90.000 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
OATA HIST. COOE *GTRCI SCALE 0.0023 SCALE






















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
PNAREA
PARAMETRIC
D0 MACH 4.60 a














DOATA HIST. CODE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C1FO
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION



















.... . I . . ... .... .... ... -. ... -0.
40 5O G0 70 80 90 40 50 60 70 80 90
ALPHA ALPHA
SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
07 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI 40.000 2.457 7.500 0.000 SREF 0.6560 S5. IN
r74) 1 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFITI 40.000 2.457 7.500 0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CQ61007) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(Q617O4) L MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(Q61t71) a MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(061007) Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
(IQ1074 L MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
(Q61071) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER































_l rr1 1 r11 if T "" lllr rll ! I I r1 E,[,
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0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.





TER STUDIES LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
ALPHA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFlTI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFIT2

































60 70 0o 90
ALPHA
FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 0.6360 sa. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
ceo007T Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
(6t1074) a4 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
(q6tOrt) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER






















































LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUD
11 ? rlllI /I l! I1ii !fi-l ifu -r i l! r ii -I[ iiii Ill! v1rn
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0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.







NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS

















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.











LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LONGITUDII
-'*40
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_~~"  _
s0 60 70 60 90
u
is CT' llll '
ALPHA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NSCIFI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFITI



































































WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3SCFtTI

















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.













































DATA HIST. COOEt *TRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C1FI PAGE 148
LMSC/MSFC WA1'FR RFCOVFRARIF RBfOTFR STllnlFS FIN ARFA FFFFT
* -,*ITIn. rnn nnn-rm Tm-p rw7 ~ri- sni- rn rn mr m ri Tnn r~rmr
S - - __'-S-I 
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DATA MIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI (D61007) 23 M/
.6 0. 1.0 1.2 1.4
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION
























MACH 4.960 BETA 0.000
CANDLE 40.000 CYLLTH 2.457
FANGLE . o00
DATA HIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF1
FNAREA
REFERENCE INPORMATION






SCALE 0.003 . SCALE






































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.


































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Q61027) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FO
(GD61086 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FOTI








0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.









40 so0 60 ? so 90
ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(R61027)0 MHSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FO
(I6186)1 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE B'XSTER N3C2F0TI



















"~ ii il Ill Ill gilgllTl IIfrTT- IFII-i
2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-- 40 50 6o 70 s0 90
ALPHA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
40.000 3.357 0.000 0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
40.000 3.357 0.000 0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
40.000 3.357 0.000 0.648 BREF 0.9000 IN.







LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES L
_° .- _ _____-__- --- -
.an








MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FDTI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F0T2













0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERARIE BROfSTER STUDIES I NGITUIIFI
7 il i rr Tr 17 T [ i |-AI r l TT fl T ,,, . ITTiFg
-3-
_s _ g g ffi k y W _ E-4
_4 _ _ > 1.~





































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. tN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.










LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUD









































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.



















MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOJSTER N3C2F0TI
HSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FOTZ



















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.













MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS



















0.000 SREF 0.8360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.











LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDI
i i l i i
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
E Z--- ----
,0 so50 so 90
ALPHA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
4SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FO
NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FOTt
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SO. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.




























------.2 0.4 Q.6 Q.8 1.0 1.Z 1.4 '. Q .2 0.4 0.6 a- I .2 1-.4
FNAREA FNAREA
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
$0o000 MACH 1.960 BETA 0.000 SREF 0.6360 %G. IN
60.000 CANGLE 40.000 CYLLTH 3.357 LREF a.9000 IN.BREF 0.3000 IN:
0 70.000 FANGLE 0.000 XRERP 3.1416 IN.
60.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
90.000 ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
DATA HIST. COOE *GTRCI CALE 0.0023 SCALE
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FO PAGE 160(D61027) 23 MAY 72
LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES FIN AREA EFFECT
* Vil fl~ 1 -1 f yry--p ?1 r rI Ti~ . ~1!. . ill 1 ! iT i V l lib W..7-
4






. ~ ~ _/ 
b.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0
FNAREA
ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
SO.000 MACH 2.740 BETA





























(061027) 23 MAY 72 PAGE 161
y 7i i 1 'l i .. lflqil. . il.
IES
0.4 0.6 0.6 1.. 1.2 1.4 0 .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
FNAREA FNAREA
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFI
MACH 4.960 BETA 0.000 SREF






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(6l1080) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FI
(t1 089) L SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FITt
tGQ109t2 a MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BCOSTER N3C2FIT2
¢t1098) U MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT3
ALPHA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
40.000 3.357 7.500 0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
40.000 3.357 ?.500 0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
40.000 3.357 7.500 0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(61080a ) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FI
(C6to89) LA MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F1Tt
610tO92! ) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT2








0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.




















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATIONMSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FI 40.000 3.357 ?.500 0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. INMSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE eOOSTER N3C2FtT1 40.000 3.357 7.500 0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F1T2 40.000 3.357 7.500 0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT3 40.000 3.357 7.500 1.272 XMRP 3;1416 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 0.0000 IN.SCALE 0.0023 SCALE






MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FITt
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F1T2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.







-40 50 60 70 0 90
ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IS10t0) Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FI
S:t1089) Z MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3SCF1T1
(0t1092) a MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT2
(061096) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT3
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0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.





















































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
















MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FITI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT2





















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.


























MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2Ft
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FITT
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.

















































0.000 SREF 0.6S60 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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DATA MIST. COOE M*GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F1
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES FIN AREA
S * fT i Tm IfTi mr Trn mrT! rrrr mrT l lT. mi TIlri TITT Titr
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-L4 -
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a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Z
4
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D.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
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SCALE 0.0023 SCALEIST. CODE M*GTRCI
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LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTERIS FTIT''TI VriTrl lml-rfII.mlmmml imTm I w 
z
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DATA HIST. COOE HM*TRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FI
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORHATION







(061080) 23 MAY 72
SYMBOL
PAGE 174





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Q61036) M SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOQ:o10S3) MSFC PARAHETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOTI(61006) > MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FQT2Q61059) U MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOT3
· 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(6t036) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F0
(61t053) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F0Tt(qto10: 8 M SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOT2









0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.






















so40 0 60 .70 sO g90 40 60 70 O 90
ALPHA ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION











































0.000 SREF 0.6360 50. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.














MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F0TI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F0T2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.




MACH 2.74 PAGE 179
LMSC/MSFC.WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LONGITUDINAL
.- iii i_1111 iiii iiii _I1~ _ii _lrl. i.i .....
_ _ _ _ _.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ -. ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
" t T~~~~~~~~~~~
____f
SO 60 70 SO 90
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOTI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FDT2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS




















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SO. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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PAGE 180









SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO 40.000 4.257 0.000 0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
MFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOTI 40.000 4.257 0.000 0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOT2 40.000 4.257 0.000 O.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.












































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





s0 60 70 SO 90
ALPHA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONB DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOTt
NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOT2
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o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION














(061036) 23 MAY 72 PAGE 184
WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES















DATA MIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
FIN AREA EFFECT
71 r iTT m TnT r l ITII rnTl niT, iTn Ii fil Tnn irr
- -
-…
-g _ _ _ . U -
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.S 0.8 1.D 1.2 1.4
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES
~11 111 lil III III I!11- Ill Ill I I -Ilf [ I II IIII
!~~ A-----Z
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DATA MIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION




















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES FIN AREA EFFECT
t5 11rT 1TII. ,T III I ITT. I -II-T-r I I. I I. I. I.. ,IIIII , , '
4
. . . ... . . . .. · ... .















DATA MIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION



























DATA MIST. CODE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
REFERENCE INFORMATION








































DATA HIST. CODE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
REFERENCE INFORNATION

























s5 60 70 so 90




MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.


















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES












MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FITI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FIT2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.




MACH 2.74 PAGE 191
S0 s0 70 s0 90
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N$C3FITI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3SFIT











































































LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUD
;" " Trrr Trrr Trm , .,. ' 'l ' Trrr .ll ' trrr 'l 'l TrTl
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b --- -- -----e
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MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0g60oS) N MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3Ft
(Qst104 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FITI
(06t110T) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F1T2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.




MACH 2.74 PAGE 194
ALPHA
SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FITI




















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.









5 0 60 70 e0 0O
ALPHA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
*ER STUDIES L
























































0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.

















'40 so 60 70 so 9 4440 so0
ALPHA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE
(6103o) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI 40.000 4.257 7.500
(a61104! MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FITI 40.000 4.257 7.500
1(6tt07) f MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FIT2 40.000 4.257 7.500(¢611tO) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FIT3 40.000 4.257 7.500
ALPHA
FNAREA REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.648 BREF 0.9000 IN.




MACH 2.74 PAGE 197
ALPHA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
M NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3Ft
SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FITt
SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FIT2
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DATA MIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F1
FIN AREA EFFECT
1 llilrr! *ri T.ll-nIni-i- ITTI I T. .ll :ll mlll', ITI rlI jtI
1 - _ _ _ _ ___ _ - - -
E-1 _ _ _- _ __ _ _ _ - _ - -
-, .- _ _ 







-R n n ~ fi Al f A f · I n ! 9 t~
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION
















0.9 . U. W.O *.WW.U 1.9 . ..
PAGE 199
.1
0.6 o.6 1. 1.2 14 8.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.1 1.0
FNAREA FNAREA
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE
2.740 BETA 0.000 BREF 0.
40.000 CYLLTH 4.25? LREF O.
7.500 BREF O.¥MOP 3.
DATA HIST. CODE *GTRCt
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F!
ZMRP O.
SCALE 0.



















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERARIBE RBOOSTER STUDIIFS FIN AREA FFFFrT... ,.,.,.. ,,- ....
i -i i-rn t -i rii rrT ln TI-i .7- rn- _ rr s ri-Tn __-r _-- ri-r _n- ni



























DATA MIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F1
h ntr111 1ii i i ii , i- 1i
_ ___ Rt ___A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0.6 0.6 I.0 1.2 1.4
FNAREA
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-- I ."ItI-IIt..iV %JVT I ..V I%-I r I . _ _.
LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES FIN AREA EFFECT
: b- -- ---- - -
































DATA MIST. COoE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F1
I I
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
REFERENCE INFORMATION









































DATA MIST. CODE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F1
REFERENCE INFORMATION





















OATA NIST. COOE *GTRCI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F1
REFERENCE INFORMATION





















LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
-~~~~, -, -.--
- y----- - -- =
5O -14 -12 -IQ - e - 0 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 S 8 *0 *Z *4 11
BETA
_ = =___ . . . I~t . .; =_ _ 1s 
IS -t4 -s2 -tO - S - t - 4 - 2 0·2I4' . S tO a2 t4 t
-. I L -'
-16 -
DATA SET SYMBOL
(ASo036) Lc stoae, O
14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 2
.BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NIC3FO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N2C3FO



















10 12 14 16















































6 14 -2 -10 -s -. 4 -= 0 4 61 10 St 14.
BETA
1t -14 -12 -10 - - - 4 -t 0 2 4 G S 10 12 14 16
BETA
l _I - 1 - , II Il i1 II i II I MrI ill,. I I==L! 14 = = = =-
…~~~~~~~~~~~
…~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
l~~~~ - -+ -
_ ~ ~ A Al lI l l J I l A I l l t~ I& 
I.l
1t6 -t4 -12 -10 - -· -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 tO t2 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A4103I ,) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NtCSFO
(Pi110o) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N2C3FO















0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA





LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BROSTER STUDIES LATERAL DIRFCTIONAI CHARACTERISTICS
w -p-- ts -r - -r-r -r-r- ... -r.-r- , -,- ... w -in- -rr,-< W , - ,-Trw w-vw-i -Trw * n
_~4~J~ _±~L~L __L LLL *L~L *~ IJ *~LL WL 4 "W I-. *L*
16 -t4 -tt -tO - 8 - s - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 S tO 12 14 16
BETA
-t4 -1 -11 - a - 6 -4 -2 a 4 4 a 1ia 1ta 14 14
BETA
-14 -t2 -10 - s - 6 - 4
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
2 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NIC3F0
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N2C3FO
















































_ I I I I I _ _ 1 I I I I 1 __
14 16
. L A · A ~& A L t I J' ~ uT 7 · q · T l T 7 7 1 1 I I
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- t.o
PAGE 207
LMSC/MSFC WATFR RECOlVFRABL F ROOSTFR STUlIEFS I ATERAI n lRFr"T CIHAI rWAIArTFRPltT I rC
~_ ~ k._ _
_, _~ _._...
·* '14 'lJ 'JJ - IJ - J - 4 - 2 0 2 4 · 8 10 IJ t4 II
BETA
b__. I..,.,,I,,. *., ,,. ,,,I
-14 -13 -10 - e - - -4 -2 2 it t 4 164 6 I
BETA
-14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 -4 -2
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
rPS1046) 0 HSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N1C3F$
(P61t52) HMFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F3
0 a 4 a t0 1t 14 16
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
25.000 4.25? 20.000 0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
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LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
4,0 | [ i .| i , i | i ! i . 1 [ ! , r [ i i ; * *' , i , , ! . ! ! , i , .. [ i f [ , ! d ! I ; I
4 * ,- r- tr 2-,-- -i--i -- TI- Iyi~ r--I- 1------ 1:--1 II1 -- I -T- 71T T I* r--r-_
,.o0 - I L I _i _ I 
t1. - I I_ _ 1--_ 1_ _ ---
_ I _____ IIr 
o.o tq_
-1 -6 I ' I ! - I I I I I - I I 2 4 I I 1
-1 -tJ4 -12J Jt0 - *J - SJ 4 . 2l 0 2 4 S SJ 10 12t *4 1IL
BETA







-14 -t2 -it -
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(P61046) Q SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE






0 2 4 6
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
25.000 4.257 20.000 0.000
40.000 4.257 20.000 0.000
10 12
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il * -1 * i!-* - -i- i1 " ill -r- E- - iii-r - fill ri I !I- *In Il Ifil TE *1
- -
- - -
= i =_= _ ii-i _ i
I I] I I I Ii ii il iit ii {SSfi IIs.J il II 111S II{{a||I I |II III II.
~e -~4 -t2 -t0 - * - S - 4 - 2 0 2 4 e I IO it t4 le
BETA
-t1 Z -1 - S -4 i a 4 I 11 2 14 t6S I
BETA
e~~~~~~~~~ Ie Iw I I I I I I. ' 
F~~~~~~.. I 
O 2 4 4-10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(P61046) Q 4SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NIC3F3
(PtID052) HFC PARAHETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3F3
BETA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
25.000 4.257 20.000 0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
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LMSC/MSFC VATFR RFfClVFRARI F RflSTFR STllnlUF I ATFRAI nClFr'TIrTlAI rHARArTFRI STICS
*__l Il Ilwn**; ^vw;~o;vv w vs; f *i 1,11u II Il Illk II II III^ ii iii^w ii II~ fllw*
L- t4 - t -t . , - t * * I Z O 2 4 I , 8 Tr 12 T 14 **** ItI 
_ _ .~ET
; ; i ; ; ; i ; ; i i : i i i i . _ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -'O13 _
................... _a _ _ ....
16 -t4 -12 -lO - 8 -I% - 4 - 2 0 2 4 G S lO 12 *4 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A1005 OO HSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
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.~ .- .- _- - -1- ,W _n _~ _ .__ _ __ __ _- ; _ _ . - ;_ _; . _ .....-.............. v - _~ _ . __ v- *
-- ---- - - --L ---- I--; t ="1=I:--
IJ I LJ W !J~ I4LJ ILA IL~ I IL~ I~J I I I I I I A I I I I I I I I I I I
-14 -12 -to - a - -4 -2 4 i 6 0 a 4 I 1LO is4  e o 4 Z0 2 | | rBETA
BETA
i I - s _P _ _-
i: 1-14111 _ _ - X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~w
- a - 6 -4
- 2 at 4 6 1i0 1I1 14 1t
BETA
-14 -12 -10 -
iiiiii I I I I . I I Ii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1i.
S - 6 -4 2 0 2 5 a tO I2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AS103O ) M:SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N1CIFO
(AIOo6) PC PARANETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO
BETA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
25.000 2.457 0.000 0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
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.*IL! I I -L.- I IL L W W --- I p I J I -,I I 1 WA I JJ± I ae II IL VI I I % I I I I·
6 4- - 4 - = - - 4 6 10 1 14 
BETA
I=__ I=_ _1 1 L I _I I I I I
= = I I I I T T---- I+ I4 
I I I I I I III I I I iI
-14 -12 -10 - 6 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a ita I1 2t I4 it
BETA
-12 -10 - - -4 - o 2 4 .6 S t0 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A$10Os) MNSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NICIFO
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* ! . ! .!11 1 * . . * . . - ' L --1 {l ! 1 l i I I I I I I I I I I I l w Xl I I I I . l I llw w 
l~~~~~~~' .,_ __ 
__ ____ _ ___ _= 
tt -t4 -it -ta - 8 - O - 4 - 2 0 2 4 I 8 *0 tl *4 tl
BETA








-t0 - s - 6 -4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(At1014) Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NICIF3
(Ai1OI) L MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3
a0 4
BETA
CANGLI CYLLTH FANGLE FNAR
25.000 2.4517 20.000 0.0
40.000 2.457 20.000 0.0
a 10 12 14 16
lEA
00 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
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"~ T# ; Ww !s wB r .B ig !f ! * i! w *w iwG m ,!ii a !IE i! w !r· ~T 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...
· -- Ir
I I I J I I I ! I . I . . i i i . i J i ., . . I i i I I I I t I I !I
1S -~4 -t2 -l0 - * - IS - 4 -~ a 0 2 4 6 SI tO It 14 t6
BETA
, , , , , , , , , ~.m m m , .
-14 -1 2 -1 - a -4 -2 a 4 a I 1 a 14 iS
BETA
-t2 -t0 - 8 4 -2 a a 4 8 l0 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A61014) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE




CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
25.000 2.45? 20.000 0.000
40.000 2.45? 20.000 0.000
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·-- w v. .. w w .... ... -w w .-. vw- ew- -- ww-w--w- w- o v v wsw-* *w - -w-w -- 
I% . I _ 'ii iiI III I --- WI. III I W. Ii , Il - III IA tii
S -14 -12 e - -4 -2 0 2 4 t10 It 14 16
BETA
__~~~~ .~ 1 ~_ _,~ d ~ 
-14 -i2 -1 - a - 6 a 1
BETA
· I I I I I I I I
I I I11 1I
r T T I I I I T l l l l l lI I
T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I I 
-14 -12 -10 - s - -4 -2 a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A61014) Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NICIF3
(A61017) M NSEC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3
BETA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
25.000 2.457 20.000 0.000
40.000 2.457 20.000 0.000
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I I I I I I ! ! I I J J I I I I I I I ! I I JI I I I I I I I I I I I I I! ! I I I I I
L6 -14 -tZ -to - a- 4 - a O 24 60 la lO14 tol
BETA
FN 
-14 -12 -iI - -6 -4 -2 4 6 a I a 1i 14 it
BETA
-14 -12 -10 - -4 -a 0 2 4 E S to 14 Is
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3ClFO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FO















0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
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IL ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i
i l l I I I i l l I l l I l l l i i l i l i l a l a l i l l i l l ~ ~ ~ I l l l I ii I l J
-14 -12 -O - - -4 - 4 14 
BETA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . . . . . . . . ....I..I...I...,..,...,... ...I
t… -14 -… -10 -O - …-4 -2 0 24 to…0 2 14 se
16 -14 -1t -ic -e8 - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 16
BETA
1'~~~ ~ 1, ____ ..__ ,..._ 1 1 1 .,,__ I_ _ .,,_ I,,I ' -'''I' -'I' '__"I
- T -l -I I 1 4 1 ____l _l -I-I- -I I I l l - t -I _I
l l l l l l l l l l l l l~~~~~~~I I l i i i ' '
I I ob 1r A A ar T r 1 T T - I I
I I I I I I I II I I I  I .lI I I I I I I I I~~~~[ . I I r
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0.000 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
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-14 -12 - - a -6 - 4 - a 4 6 a 10 It 14 t6
BETA
o . . . . . . I a . . . I , . . . . I I . -i I i i I J I i I I i J , I , . . . . . . . . . .
.~~~~ ~ lw ul ·, · L ,,I ,i q· , qrk 
-14 -1l -tO - e - 6. - 4 - a 0 a 4 6 a 10 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ASIOO6) MQM FC PARAHETRIC RECOVERABLE
(A102l) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE

































IMC;/MSFC WATFR RFCVFRARBLF R!OOSTER STUDIES LATERAL DIRECTIONAI CHARACTFRISTIflS
W Wf II %I % IIL. I I L o L. 1V b W.L WVVV 'I 
T
!-9 !0 L FL -I i. If IL 0 if %IV %I v,, Iii .ik allil i b i i V
L* -14 -12 -to -s -4 - 4 - 10 12 14 to
BETA




1e -14 -12 - t 4 - 2 a 4 to 1 O2 14 l
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ASSOg)Q MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFl
I(PGI0S2) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER NSC2FI
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.. T L__ r..r._
6* -IL4 -tZ -tQ - B - 0 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 tl0 *2 *4 11
BETA
"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 'I" '-1''''''l'_'l'leltlulellllI
-14 -12 -to - e - 6 - 4 - 2
BETA







DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION
(A1i009) MSFC PARAMETRIC
(P910S2) L MSPC PARAMETRIC
(P41041) 0 MSFC PARAMETRIC
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LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTFRISTICS
=· -4 -t -% - = - · - 4- ~ O I 4 S
9~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i i i 
-14 -12 -10 - S - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 rt 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(AStO0B) 2 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
(PS1062) N MSFPC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N$C2FI
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rr- -ii-- lr -r r-- m , -r r-7--- -- T- - ~ .
LL LL ~.,L44J ~ 4 J ~ L.., ~ LAh. L ~
LS -14 -12 - - - -4 2 2 4 6 a 10 it 14 1t
BETA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A- L
LO -14 -12 -10 - - -4 2 4 6 a a 14 16
BETA
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LI -t4 'i~ -t - e -6 - 4 - = O I 4 I
BETA
- 4 4 6 aI 1 a 12 14 1i
BETA
.... a A m i lli l l 1 4 4 i l l I J J l i e l I D 4 d l ~ J l I 0 4 im l l ~ 4 1 ~ l e l
- -n -li
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=l -4 -i -I, - 6 -, 6 - 4- = !) = O ; 4
BETA
:z~~z -'''I'''I'''I',' ~..~- ~
-1. 4 -1 2 -1 -_ - -4 2 2 4 a tl 0 12 14 16
BETA
-2 0 2 1*0 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A 1017) Q "SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF3
(A14 0 3 2 ) NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2F3
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4 o -14 -11 -10 - w 4 w 0 2 4 t iSi 4 1
BETA
moLL1__=
-144 -1 a -% r s - -4 -2 a 4 46 S 1a 1Z 14 tS
BETA
-14 -12 -10 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 0 s to 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
:(A61D00 2 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO
(AS 109) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
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LS -14 -2 -to a 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 1
BETA
=== ;;11_ , =~ --.
---e T T E am _~~~~' 
- - 6 -4 2 4 3 1I i Z 14 1e
BETA
-14 -12 -10 - S -6 -4 -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
4(ACIO6) # NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO
A41009) I NMSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIF1




















10 12 14 1e
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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· ~ . . . , ,
-14 -t1 -1i -8 -6 -4 - a a a 4 6i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
BETA
* . I . . I . . , .. . .. . . .
a 11111111111111
t6 -14 -12 -10 - C - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 lS
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFO
NMSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~v--.- .- v- = 
,- r1 -i--r -n -r r -i- =m -i -rr i- -ry -=== =i ==-
.WWI - = wa-%L4 L.W -
~_~~~~-------- ...
I l L 1 I l l I l l I I I i l l a l l , i l l I l l I I I 1 1 1 I I t I' I l l I l i I fi0 l I l
. -14 -i2 - - - - 4 -2 0 2 4 I to0 12 14 1t
BETA
,_ = ift _ = = = li tl i l i Iliiil [1 l ;i i l
___b-''1--t C1-
6 -14 -t -10 - S -4 -2 2 4 I 1
BETA
-14 -12 -ti -e -4 2 a 2 4 6 S a0 12 14 le
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
2 HSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
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- 14 -12 -1 4 2 4 6 S 10 i2 14 
BETA
ti -14 -12 -10t - - -4 -2 0 2 4 6 i 10 12 14 to
BETA
W~~~~~~~~~~~~~f I. I Iw I I I! I I I I
iS -t4 -i2 -IO - S - 6 - 4 - 2~ 0 2~ 4 6 S tO 12G
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A61038) H MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
(P104)  MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI















0.000 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
0.000 LREF 0.9000 IN.
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4.0 t *-t , , i -k i -i-!- , i i T -! i i i . iiT ! i , , r 
3.0 t 1_ __ -_ __ I - III _I_ tI
1. l _____ III __11 _ 
'-1I -- -I ___r_
-3. 0……- ---._ - -
~-.0t
-1
· L I I 1 I ! I I 1 1 1 . 1 . . . 1i . . .i I . . . 11 . . I I I I I I . 1 .
-14 -L! -t0 - e - e - 4 - 2 0 Z 4 6 a 1o t2 t4 *
BETA
~~~~~~,, _ I,, ,, *,,,II I
-14 -t2 -10 - e - a 4 2 4 6 8 10t 2 14 B1
BETA
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rIv m -r-w--r- - -r - T-r- -- - --- - - -
! . . . . . ., . iT . . . I ' ' I ' ' ' s1 ' ' I ws I ' s ' I . · . I . d ~ ,, ,- f-
7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t 1 f._Is
6 1-t4 -12 -tO - * - t - 4 - 2 0 t 4 0 &- 10 12 14 1t
BETA
_.· LA_ ._-,--_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
is 
_ 
- 6 -4 -2 2 a 10 1 2 14 I6
BETA
, ............... ...... . .
tl -t4 -I;2 -{Q - e1 - s - 4 - 2 0 2 4 S S O 1 2 14 t66
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
S MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
S PC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
MNSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
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i i i i i , i i i i i i l l t i i i i i . i i I l ! i i i ' i ·fi ti i i d 
e -t4 -S2 -tO - S - e - 4 - 2 0 2 4 I t SO 12 14 tS
BETA
-14 -12 -ti - a -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 n10 2 t14 1t
BETA
-14 -12 -t10 - 8 - 6 -4 D a 4 6 t10 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AI1006) M SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(AIO2O) M SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(A3120 )a M SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(A610 2 6 ) MBFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
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LMSC/MSFC WATER RECOVERABLE BOOSTER STUDIES LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
4.0_
0.0
_-1 _ . _ -I A 






-14 -it -10 - e - 6 4 - it a 1:
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFTGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A:61061 C) NSC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CtFO
(A61020) SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N$CIFOTI
(A6t023) a NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CtFOT2
(A61026) U PFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFOT3
MACH 4.96
BETA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
40.000 2.45? 0.000- 0.000
40.000 2.457 0.000 0.424
40.000 2.457 0.000 0.848
40.000 2.45? 0.000 1.272
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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14 -12 -i t - -4 6 12 14 
BETA
I I I I I _I I _ I _ I I__7iL. .JVIIL1A I_
q
-I ---. l u 1V II- -
I I _ _ I I I I I I I I I I I1
-12 -1 - 8 -J - 4 4 I 0 2 14 it-t4 I
BETA
-14 -12 -to - 8 - 6 -4 -2 O . t10 14 to12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(A1OO9) Q SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(P61076) SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
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J i i ,~ ~ ff · i I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I ~ ! I I I ~ I WIIAI I I I I! t · · i ! v f,,, .,..,..,.... ...i.. ... , .... . ...... ,,,i ,,, ,,
It ' -14 -It -tO - 4 - G - 4 - 2 0 Z 4 I 8 tO tZ t4 11
BETA
r---'''"'''1'1''''
J~_ 1 1 
-14 -12 -1 - a - 2 6 a to0 1 2 14 i(
BETA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MUSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFl
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFITl
H *MFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFIT2
# SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFIT3
BETA
CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
40.000 2.457 7.500 0.000
40.000 2.457 7.500 0.424
40.000 2.457 7.500 0.848
40.000 2.457 7.500 1.272
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DESCRIPTION CANGLE CYLLTH FANGLE FNAREA
RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFI 40.000 2.457 7.500 0.000
RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFITI 40.000 2.457 7.500 0.424
RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CIFIT2 40.000 2.457 7.500 0.848
RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3CiFIT3 40.000 2.457 7.500 1.272
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-2.5 Lie6 -t4 -12 -10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ASI029O) NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(PS106) SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(P6S105) M NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(P61097) NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE






















S 10 12 14 tS
REA REFERENCE INFORMATION
)00 SREF 0.6360 SQ. IN
24 LREF 0.9000 IN.
348 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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BETA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Ao1029) N FC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
(P6 10e) 1 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER(P1065) M NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER
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BETA
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&0T __1- 
-t4 -1 a -1 a _ 1 -4 -e 4 6 a 1 3 1 a 14.
BETA
r... .... n -i- - I -- .- ... , -..r.
-_ - 6 2%6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(A1to29) 2 $HSrC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(P4tO6) 5 hNSrC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
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.% I . . .I r - I.l' , , L. k .,% . I. , I . . - . , I I I . . . . I -' ra F I A %II#
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Lt -14 -tl -to 4 4 I 0it 14 to
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-14 -2 -t10 - S - 6 -4 ' -2 0 2 4
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
IPi0O82) 2 MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FI
(ts1001) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FITI
I(P1094) MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT2


















0.000 SREF 0.6360 S0. IN
0.424 LREF 0.9000 IN.
0.848 BREF 0.9000 IN.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2Ft
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FtTI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C2FIT2
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(P:10S2) Q MSFC PARAMETRtC RECOVERABLE
(S610913 I NSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(PS109494) SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(Pt100) U MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
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ri -1L4 -12 -t0 - - -4 - 0 2 4 6 l 10 It 14 to
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t~ -1~~~~~~~~~4 21 -: a 4 - a 0 it 14 G ~' '" '
BETA
I I I I I i I , , a 
....- ... s - --4 - 2 0 t 4 6 . 10 12 14 1.
CONFIGURATION DESCR!PTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FO
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOTI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FOT2
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BETA
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-14 -12 -10 - a - 6 -4 -2
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FI
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FIT1
MSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER N3C3FIT2
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(P61041) Q SFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(PI0llO) WSFC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
(P61a10) MSC PARAMETRIC RECOVERABLE
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